
Number One Manufacturer of Tilt & Turn 
Fenestration Products in North America

EuroLine, the number one manufacturer of Tilt & Turn 
fenestration products in North America, has now supplied
windows and doors to numerous high-rise projects. One
example is the 25-story concrete downtown Seattle
Carpenter’s Tower. EuroLine’s Director of U.S. Commercial
Sales, George Nickel says, “The City of Seattle set high energy
demands for this structure requiring a high-performance win-
dow and door system with exceptional energy ratings and
cost efficiencies. They were chosen over others largely as a
result of the windows and doors having excellent performance
characteristics in the areas of air and water infiltration resis-
tance, structural integrity, and thermal ratings. 

The European-style uPVCplus windows and doors allow
the soon to be completed structure to also benefit from larger
glazing areas while still maintaining high performance thermal
values”. (Other high-rise and mid-rise installations are noted
in the story headed, “EuroLine Finalizes 2000 Strategic
Alliance with Laris & Associates, Kirkland, Washington” on
page 3 of this newsletter.) Look to see EuroLine uPVCplus
windows and doors in more and more residential, mid and
high-rise installations. Combined with innovative Tilt & Turn
hardware, these installations are dramatically changing the
way architects, builders and contractors think about, and 
utilize PVC windows and doors.

Welcome to the Fall 2000 issue of the EuroLine
Outlook. As you will see, EuroLine’s products and
high tech uPVCplus vinyl building material have
now been written about by many North
American publications. In addition, our win-
dows and doors continue to be chosen for more
and more quality residential, mid and high-rise
projects accounting, in part, for the continued
growth in EuroLine U.S. sales. In recognition of
growing EuroLine US sales, we are introducing
“Outlook USA” - a newsletter devoted entirely to
EuroLine activities in the United States.

Also new at EuroLine, an exclusive agreement
that, starting this January, will allow us to 

supply windows and doors with a whole new standard of advanced hardware
technology and thermal performance. (See story page 00)
If you have any questions or comments about any of the stories in either of
the two Fall 2000 EuroLine newsletters, please e-mail your thoughts to the
attention of the Outlook Editor at: mail@euroline-windows.com  or phone 
1-800-337-8604.

Sincerely, Isbrand Funk, President and CEO
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High-Rise Buildings Now Choosing uPVCplus Windows & Doors
When EuroLine first introduced its high-tech uPVCplus windows and doors 
to the North American marketplace in 1993, residential, architects and 
builders of low and mid-rise projects were quick to see the advantages. In 
the past few years, however, acceptance of uPVC windows & doors has spread
to high-rise projects.  

Fact is, before the introduction of uPVCplus, vinyl was not the material
architects, builders and contractors first thought of for high-elevation installa-
tions. This was because ordinary vinyl contains plasticizers or fillers that can
migrate out of the PVC when exposed to ultra violet light. Often, the result
was loss of color, brittleness and material weakening. 

In contrast, the unique EuroLine uPVCplus material guarantees that plasti-
cizers or fillers never migrate from the PVC. (There’s even an extra measure 
of Titanium Oxide for added protection from harmful UV rays). As a result,
EuroLine’s popular white profile windows and doors come with a lifetime 
warranty; have an exceptional energy efficiency and take on the most extreme
weather conditions, (such as horizontal rain, high winds, and extreme tempera-
tures), with ease.
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Prepared exclusively for EuroLine Window & Patio Door customers, suppliers and employees.

Carpenter’s Tower, Seattle WA,
One of many high-rise projects utilizing 

EuroLine Windows.

From The Desk of
Isbrand Funk…



In keeping with all that’s taking place 
at EuroLine, we’ve revised our Web Site. Now you’ll be
able to access the EuroLine Technical Manual on-line,
downloading only those pages you require at any 
specific time. In addition, the new Web Site will include
a mini inventory of EuroLine Press Releases as well as
other technical and product information not previous-
ly included.

See for yourself. Visit us online:
www.euroline-windows.com

EuroLine Revises Web Site

Special Thanks: 
to the following publications who included or featured
EuroLine Windows in recent reports and news stories. . .  

EuroLine has

been featured 

for their

innovative 

windows and

doors.
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EuroLine Finalizes 2000 Strategic Alliance
withLaris Associates, Kirkland, WA.EuroLine Chosen for 

PNE Prize Home

EuroLine Sales and Marketing Manager,
Al Godin reports that an estimated
175,000 visitors toured this year’s PNE
Prize Home that featured, for the first
time, EuroLine windows and doors. 

The home, designed and constructed for
the third consecutive year by Radisson
Homes, elected to use the warm Cherry
finish, one of many distinctive
“EuroWood” (like wood, only better)
acrylic foil laminates. 

Earlier in the year, the EuroLine window
and door system was also chosen for the
CMHC’s feature home seen at the 2000
Vancouver Home Show. (This home is now
being used by future scientists, engineers, and
architects as a student training facility at
BCIT.)

EuroLine Providing “Next Level” 
Advanced Window & Door Systems
In the past, EuroLine has been proud to provide customers with an unmatched state-of-
the-art window and door system. Very soon EuroLine will be raising these standards even
higher with the introduction of an even more advanced state-of-the-art Tilt & Turn win-
dow and door system.  The system will be based on a 5 chamber frame and sash profile
that will provide dramatically improved thermal performance.  In addition, the new
designed-for-North-America frame will have exterior and interior grooves to accept a wider
range of accessories such as brick moulds, rebate flanges, sill extensions, rain screen adap-
tors, jamb extensions, drywall inserts and other accessories.

For added performance, the new EuroLine sash profile will have an attractive exterior
bull nose detail to enable faster shedding of water from the bottom frame.  EuroLine’s
improved new hardware will feature a new coating, with an elegant look of stainless steel,
that will more than double corrosive resistance.  To our knowledge no other North
American window designer and manufacturer is able to offer this combination of advanced
technology.  

Both the new profile system and the new hardware system will be stocked in North
America.  In addition to reducing customer lead time North American stocking will also
enhance customer design flexibility. Should service ever be required, turnaround time will
be faster. That’s not all.  Next year, when EuroLine color foils will be applied in North
America customer service and turnaround time will again be improved. No wonder
EuroLine is reported to be the largest manufacturer of uPVC Tilt & Turn windows and
doors in North America!
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For some time now, Rob and Tom Laris
(Laris & Associates) have represented the
best interests of EuroLine Windows
throughout the Western United States.
This dynamic duo have arranged for
EuroLine installations to take place in
Washington, Oregon, Alaska, California,
Montana, Hawaii, Colorado, Utah and Idaho.

Residential projects have included the
Portland, Oregon 10-story North Park Lofts
Residence (winner of the 1998 Portland
Chapter American Institute of Architects
Merit Award); the Port Smith Condominiums
in Kirkland; the twin tower 12-story Seattle
Ellington Condominiums waterfront com-
plex; the 5 story Harbor Landings project in
West Seattle; a Street of Dreams Show
Home and others.

Resorts projects have included the two
Mammoth Lakes California Resort Projects,
the new Stevens Pass Lodge, and the
Sweitzer Selkirk Lodge. In addition, EuroLine
windows were installed in the recently com-
pleted ‘Courtyard by Marriott’ Hotel located
near Sea-Tac Airport in Seattle.

As for commercial projects, EuroLine 
Windows were chosen for the 25-story

Carpenters Tower, the five story Harbor
Landings in West Seattle, the 30-story West
Lake Tower in Seattle and a variety of other
mid and high rise projects.

As authorized U.S. EuroLine representatives,
Laris & Associates will assume operational
control of the Kirkland, Washington
EuroLine Showroom located at 11630 Slater
Avenue NW #1. Rob and Tom Laris will also
continue to keep Builders, Architects and
Contractors fully informed about uPVCplus
EuroLine Residential and Commercial win-
dow and door options.

Rob Laris Tom Laris
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If you haven’t seen the new EuroLine Colour Brochures
and Fact Sheets, ask us to send you a set. These new
brochures include a four-page color insert piece that was
distributed into the Oregon, Puget Sound and Vancouver
Issue of Builder/Architect Magazine; three Fact Sheets
(SilverLine Casement and Awning Windows, GoldenLine
Tilting, Swinging, Sliding and Folding doors and The
GoldenLine Window & Door System.) There’s also a six
page brochure profiling EuroLine Installations in the
Lower Mainland, Whistler, Washington and Oregon State. 

To order: phone 800-337-8604 or 940-8485 
or talk to your authorized EuroLine representative.

EuroLine Windows

stand up to extreme

weather conditions

while maintaining

their overall 

good looks and 

high-performance.

Steve will be responsible for all commercial sales
within B.C. and Alberta; coordinating activities
between architects, specification writers, builders
and contractors. In addition, Steve will be an active
member of EuroLine’s Product Development and
Marketing Team.
As an Architectural Design Technology Graduate,
Steve worked with well-known Toronto
Architectural Firm Lett/Smith on a variety of com-
mercial projects and was a member of the
Design/Build Team for the Princess of Wales
Performing Arts Theatre in downtown Toronto.

Drumheller District 
Long-Term Health Care Facility
Receives 165 EuroLine Windows
The weather in Drumheller, Alberta is known for its
extreme temperatures. As a result, the Drumheller Long
Term Health Care Facility required thicker-than-normal
3 mil PVC window frames to provide added strength,
durability and performance. Last summer EuroLine
arranged to have 165 custom-made windows installed
in this new facility. 

Like all GoldenLine Windows supplied by EuroLine,
the Tilt & Turn windows were supplied with steel rein-
forced frames and sashes plus single handle multi-point
locking hardware for extra security and an even tighter
seal. Equally important, since the wood frame single
level long term health care facility chose to adopt a
more residential appearance, EuroLine was able to sup-
ply windows that fit perfectly into the overall design.  

EuroLine spokesperson Albert Goertzen said, “Since
we were able to work with factory-trained Alberta win-
dow installers, each and every EuroLine window in this
new facility is backed with a lifetime warranty!”  

Congratulations to The Door Store in Calgary who
supervised the project start to finish.

New Color
Brochures
New Color
Brochures
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Steve Bout Appointed EuroLine’s
New B.C. Sales Coordinator

Pr inted in  Canada.

EuroLine Windows® is the registered trademark of EuroLine Windows Inc, designers and manufacturers of distinctive uPVC windows and doors.


